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Futurism, the international art movement founded in Italy in 1909, was a refreshing
contrast to the weepy sentimentalism of Romanticism.
In a Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s futuristic book, "words-in-freedom" (a panphlet
about the renewal of poetic and literary language), the author features several typographic
compositions spread in fold-out pages where he shows his great creativity in typographic
composition by using typefaces of very different style and size, as well as hand-designed
typefaces and calligraphic writings. The results are of striking, impressive, visual effects.
Inspired to Marinetti futurist “paroltesto” "With Back Boccioni a Casina (“words - in freedom)", "Silentium" is a visionary description of a war-night lived by some voluntary
of the Italian army, who fought during the Great War on the slope north of the Monte
Baldo in Trentino Alto Adige.
Among them, some of the most important artists of the Italian futurist movement:
F.T. Marinetti, Umberto Boccioni, Luigi Russolo, Mario Sironi and Anselmo Bucci, that
took part to several actions of active war in the last months of 1915.
They were fighting in "Dosso Casina", a small place above Brentonico (ca. 1600
mt.), south of the valley connecting Rovereto to the Lake of Garda.
The music reflects the onomatopoeia of sirens echoes, combining “madrigalismi” in
Jannequin style to modern effects suggesting footsteps noises, gusts of wind, far-away
sounds of waters in a sort of a gloomy, sonorous landscape, made of deep loneliness,
anguish and "silentium”.

Legenda

Vowels and Onomatopeia

/a/

ah (sounds like /a/ in “father”)

/i/

ee (sounds like ea in “tea” or in i in “marine”)

/o/

oh, or sometimes the shorter form aw

/sh/

like in “ship” = /ʃ:/

“ciaak”

/ tʃa:k/

“sciaa”

/ʃa:/

“ploc”

/plɔk/

“crrr”

/kr:/

